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Abstract

Ocean warming and acidification are set to reshuffle life on Earth and alter ecological pro-

cesses that underpin the biodiversity, health, productivity, and resilience of ecosystems.

Fishes contribute significantly to marine, estuarine, and freshwater species diversity and the

functioning of marine ecosystems, and are not immune to climate change impacts. Whilst

considerable effort has been placed on studying the effects of climate change on fishes,

much emphasis has been placed on their (eco)physiology and at the organismal level.

Fishes are affected by climate change through impacts at various levels of biological organi-

sation and through a large variety of traits, making it difficult to make generalisations regard-

ing fish responses to climate change. Here, we briefly review the current state of knowledge

of climate change effects on fishes across a wide range of subfields of fish ecology and eval-

uate these effects at various scales of biological organisation (from genes to ecosystems).

We argue that a more holistic synthesis of the various interconnected subfields of fish ecol-

ogy and integration of responses at different levels of biological organisation are needed for

a better understanding of how fishes and their populations and communities might respond

or adapt to the multi-stressor effects of climate change. We postulate that studies using nat-

ural analogues of climate change, meta-analyses, advanced integrative modelling

approaches, and lessons learned from past extreme climate events could help reveal some

general patterns of climate change impacts on fishes that are valuable for management and

conservation approaches. Whilst these might not reveal many of the underlying mecha-

nisms responsible for observed biodiversity and community change, their insights are useful

to help create better climate adaptation strategies for their preservation in a rapidly changing

ocean.
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Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change is affecting a wide range of species and ecosystems across the

globe [1]. Yet, our ability to accurately predict the structure and functioning of near-future

biological communities and ecosystems in the Anthropocene remains limited. This is partly

due to the diversity of individual species’ responses linked to their different life histories, envi-

ronmental tolerances, phenotypic plasticity, and scope for genetic adaptation. Furthermore,

upscaling species-specific responses to climate stressors across higher levels of biological orga-

nisation (such as populations, communities, and ecosystems) has proven challenging [2]. This

is partly due to the inherently complex intra- and interspecies ecological interactions that vary

in space and time and are often difficult to quantify or forecast [3]. Interactive effects of multi-

ple environmental stressors further complicate accurate predictions of future impacts, as they

can have synergistic as well as antagonistic effects [4]. We urgently need to better understand

and predict how global change will affect fish species at higher levels of biological organisation

such as communities and ecosystems.

Bony and cartilaginous fish species span a total of > 35,000 species globally [5], make up

over half of all vertebrates on the planet, and perform key ecosystem functions, such as

food production, maintenance of biodiversity, recycling and transport of nutrients, and

sustaining ecosystem resilience [6]. They have a global distribution spanning from the

equator to the poles, occur in the ocean as well as estuaries and freshwater systems, and can

be found from intertidal habitats to the abyss. Fishes not only show strong responses to

changes in their abiotic environment (e.g., salinity, pH, temperature, oxygen) [7], but also

to their biotic environment [8]. The latter includes strong interactions with their habitat

(especially for demersal species) and a wide range of positive and negative species interac-

tions, such as competition, predation, grazing, parasitism, symbiosis, and disease. Their

trophic interactions mediate energy flow within food webs and regulate biodiversity, pro-

ductivity, and ecosystem stability [9]. Climate-driven alterations in fish communities and

populations can thus have wide-reaching effects on the health and biodiversity of the

ocean, on marine ecosystem functioning, as well as on humans through altered ecosystem

services [10,11].

Predicting fish population and community responses to climate change requires a holistic

consideration of the many processes and levels of biological organisation that regulate eco-

logical interactions, behaviours, physiological performance, adaptive capacity, and fitness of

fishes. Despite the breadth of the field of fish ecology, to date, we have predominantly gained

insights into specific subfields of fish ecology, in particular warming effects on the physiol-

ogy of individual fish species (Figs 1 and 2, S1 Table). Ocean acidification effects have also

received considerable attention, although the empirical evidence for this stressor appears

lower than that for warming effects (Fig 1A), even though this stressors is often considered

in literature reviews (Fig 2A). The potential effects of hypoxia as a climate stressor on fishes

remain severely understudied. Studies of climate impacts on fishes that link multiple climate

stressors (e.g. warming, acidification, hypoxia and/or others), or that link multiple subfields

of fish ecology (e.g. linking genetics, behaviour, physiology, community dynamics, and spa-

tial ecology) are crucially lacking. These are important because fishes can acclimatise to

changing abiotic conditions such as increased water temperature [12], compensate for biotic

changes (e.g., ecological trade-offs) [13], move to escape unsuitable climates [14], alter gene

expression associated with critical processes within generations [15], or genetically adapt

across generations [16]. Moreover, most climate impact assessments on fishes have been

performed at the organismal level, with still very little knowledge of climate effects on popu-

lations and communities (Figs 1B and 2B).
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Here, we first briefly review the state of knowledge in terms of fish responses to key global

climate change stressors (i.e., ocean warming, acidification, and to a lesser degree also hypoxia)

and some of the key underlying mechanisms. We note that the majority of fish responses to cli-

mate change stressors have been tested under the worst-case climate scenario forecasts, that is,

in the absence of significant greenhouse gas emission reductions (average temperature

increases of ~ 2–4 ˚C above ambient, and average pH decreases of ~ 0.25–0.5 units below

ambient [10,17,18]). Studies are urgently needed to test responses to less extreme climate

change scenarios (i.e. reflective of greenhouse gas reduction scenarios; e.g. [19]). We still know

relatively little about the levels of temperature or CO2 increase at which various fish species

start showing noticeable differences in their behaviour, physiology, ecology, etc. Negative

effects on fishes can already be observed at pCO2 increases of 100–150 μatm [20,21]. For

Fig 1. (A) Results from a quantitative literature review on published meta-analyses on the effects of climate change stressors on

fishes. (A) Cumulative number of meta-analyses published over time, split for the various climate stressors. (B) Diagrams showing

distribution of studies across different levels of biological organisation (left) and for the various subfields of fish ecology (right).

See S1 Table for full details of the studies included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000258.g001
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temperature, many fish species show elevated upper thermal tolerances (but not preferred tem-

peratures) when slowly acclimated to increases of up to>25 ˚C [12], but exposure time and

intensity of increase are important determinants and can inform us about responses to gradual

climate warming vs extreme heatwave events [22]. However, fishes have a wide range of life

history strategies that will result in considerable inter-species differences in responses to tem-

perature and pCO2 increases, which also depend on their life stage, if they live in the open

ocean or coastal areas, and whether they are tropical/arctic (more sensitive) or temperature

species.

We further assess climate change impacts at various levels of biological organisation (Fig 3)

within the broader fields of molecular, organismal, population, community, landscape, ecosys-

tem, macro-, fisheries, and conservation ecology of fishes, respectively. More extensive and

detailed climate-related reviews and meta-analyses for specific subfields of fish ecology exist

(S1 Table) but are not the focus of this review. Following the brief reviews of the various

Fig 2. Results from a semi-quantitative literature review on published reviews and a quantitative literature review on

systematic reviews on the effects of climate change stressors on fishes. (A) Cumulative number of reviews published over time,

split for the various climate stressors. (B) Diagrams showing distribution of studies across different levels of biological

organisation (left) and for the various subfields of fish ecology (right). See S1 Table for full details of the studies included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000258.g002
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subdisciplines of ecology, we then focus on the conceptual links across the different subfields

of fish ecology and levels of biological organisation, because their synthesis is important for

better understanding and predicting fish species responses to climate change from genes to

ecosystems. As such, we discuss the relevance of natural analogues of climate change, meta-

analyses, quantitative modelling, and paleobiology to help guide climate change research on

upscaling fish responses to community- and ecosystem-levels, which could provide future pro-

jections that are relevant for fish management and conservation practices.

Molecular ecology

Molecular plasticity and (epi)genetic adaptation

This represents the lowest level of biological organisation at which fish responses to climate

change stressors have been evaluated. It relates to changes at molecular levels, including alter-

nation to the genome and altered expression of particular genes. Some ecophysiological

responses also operate at cellular levels (e.g. neuro-endocrine functioning and changes to vari-

ous types of cellular biomarkers), but these are discussed under ‘Ecophysiology’ below, where

they are combined with ecophysiological alterations at the organismal level.

Recent advances in genomic and epigenomic techniques have started to reveal the genetic

mechanisms underlying phenotypic plasticity and genetic adaptation of fishes in response to

climate change [23]. Plasticity is often divided into responses that occur within an individual’s

lifetime (developmental and reversible) and across generations (parental effects and transge-

nerational plasticity) [24]. Aquarium-based manipulations have shown that some coral reef

fish species such as such as damselfishes and clownfishes (Pomacentridae) are able to acclimate

to higher ocean temperatures (1.5 and 3 ˚C warmer than current-day) within just one or a few

Fig 3. Conceptual diagram showing key processes that underpin the responses of fishes to climate change at different levels of

biological organisation and response times. The graph highlights how the different levels and processes are potentially

interconnected (arrows).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000258.g003
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generations [25,26]. At the molecular level, this is driven by the increased expression of the

metabolic pathway in the liver, which compensates for the impaired oxygen metabolism

caused by higher temperatures [15,27–29]. Genome-wide epigenetic measurements have

shown that impacts of thermal stress are passed from one generation to the next via loci-spe-

cific methylation changes, which can influence the expression of those metabolic pathways

necessary to adjust aerobic scope under higher temperatures, such as is the case in the spiny

chromis damselfish Acanthochromis polyacanthus [30,31]. Similar epigenetic responses have

been documented in wild-caught fish species (Pomacentridae and Apogonidae) during marine

heatwaves [32]. These studies provide support that some fish species might be able to adapt to

ocean warming within just a few generations via epigenetic remodelling of their genomes. On

the other hand, Wang et al. [33] showed that exposure of parent Oryzias melastigma to hypoxia

resulted in negative impacts on reproduction in the next generations due to transgenerational

and epigenetic effects.

Phenotypic plasticity and epigenetic adaptation might not be the only mechanisms that

can help fish to cope with climate change. In coral reef fishes, natural populations have a

standing genetic variation that can be advantageous when natural selection occurs under

stressful conditions [16,34]. Furthermore, varying sensitivity in fish behaviour, for example,

under ocean acidification conditions, might be due to changes in the brain transcriptome

[16]. Likewise, at natural CO2 vents, changes in brain transcriptomes were observed across

different species of Pomacentridae along with an accelerated evolution of genes involved in

differentially expressed pathways, such as the circadian clock, acid-base regulation, and ion

transport [35,36]. More work is needed to understand whether a species’ adaptation poten-

tial will also benefit population and ecosystem levels and whether selection of specific traits

under changing environmental conditions will alter the ecology and population structure of

fish assemblages.

Organismal ecology

Studies on the impact of climate change stressors at the organismal levels typically assess how

individual traits altered. These include changes to their growth, mortality, reproduction, mor-

phology, movement, and various behaviours. They also cover the degree of plasticity of such

traits in response to changing environmental conditions either within or across generations.

Phenotypic plasticity

There is now strong evidence that fishes can show some degree of physiological, morphologi-

cal, or behavioural plasticity in response to ocean acidification and warming, and most pre-

dominantly within a generation (reviewed in [37,38]). Such developmental plasticity is

perhaps unsurprising in fish considering the prevalence of their bipartite life cycles, since this

form of plasticity is theoretically favoured when offspring are likely to experience conditions

distinct from their parents [24]. There is also growing evidence that in cases where full com-

pensation is not possible within a generation, parental effects and transgenerational plasticity

can restore or improve phenotypes (beneficial plasticity) beyond what is possible within a gen-

eration [39]. For example, in the spiny chromis damselfish only partial compensation of aero-

bic metabolism was possible with developmental thermal plasticity [25] and full restoration

back to control levels was possible with transgenerational warming [40]. However, beneficial

plasticity to environmental change does not always occur, with limited plasticity of behaviour

and reproductive capacity in response to both ocean warming and acidification within a few

generations [37,39]. Even with parental exposure to elevated CO2, negative impacts to
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antipredator behaviours remained [41], suggesting that adaptation via inheritance of CO2 tol-

erance may be critical [16] (Schunter et al. 2016).

(Eco)physiology

Ecophysiological responses to stress resulting from climate-driven changes to an organism’s

environment can be expressed at primary, secondary, and tertiary levels within individuals,

which include the physiological mechanisms and behavioural changes that an organism uses

to re-establish and maintain homeostasis under stress [42]. At the primary physiological level,

stress responses are largely neuro-endocrine and involve the release of catecholamines and

corticosteroids (glucocorticoids) [43].

At the secondary physiological level, heat shock proteins (HSPs) and haematological

responses are initiated that activate metabolic, cardio-respiratory, immune, and ion-balance

changes [44]. For example, tissue biomarker responses to a simulated heatwave, such as

changes in red muscle citrate synthase and lactate dehydrogenase activities, blood glucose and

haemoglobin concentrations, spleen somatic index, and gill lamellar perimeter and width,

occurred within the first week of exposure in the more active, mobile fish species (Caesio cun-
ing), but were reduced and delayed in the more sessile, territorial species Cheilodipterus quin-
quelineatus [45].

Tertiary physiological responses are often at the whole-organism level and can affect

growth, movement, reproduction, and resistance to disease [46]. Stress responses can be

immediately beneficial (e.g., fight or flight), adaptive over the longer term [47], or maladaptive

to alter growth, feeding, digestion, immune function, and/or reproduction [48]. For example,

Nagelkerken et al. [13] (2021) observed higher survival, reproduction, and feeding, but no

noticeable changes in growth rates, energy storage, antioxidants, oxidative damage, or protein

content in some species of temperate triplefins (Tripterygiidae) at natural CO2 vents compared

to areas with present-day levels of pCO2. Hypoxia shows stronger negative responses, on aver-

age, compared to warming and acidification, on the metabolism, growth and survival in fishes,

whilst warming mostly increases metabolic rates [49].

Physiological responses to climate change will vary by species, life histories, life cycle, activ-

ity, or tolerance levels [12], and bioregions [27], but also temporally. Changes in gene expres-

sion patterns can be modulated by metabolism, immune function, and HSP production [32].

Hence, while primary, secondary, and tertiary stress responses to individual climate change

stressors are becoming clearer, little is still known about how the vast diversity of fish species

will physiologically respond to concurrent climate change stressors and their scope for physio-

logical acclimatisation and adaptation [50].

Behavioural ecology

Besides changes to physiology, behavioural modification is also considered one of the first key

responses by fishes to environmental change [51]. Ocean acidification, warming and hypoxia

can all interfere with the way fishes process sensory information through olfaction, audition,

and vision [52–54]. For elevated CO2, this has been attributed to malfunctioning neurosensory

systems in damselfishes [55] and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) [56], leading to

impairment of a suite of fitness-enhancing behaviours (e.g., shoaling, foraging, predator eva-

sion, habitat selection, and defence), which in turn depends on species-specific sensitivities to

stressors [17,57]. Shoaling is a particularly important aspect of fish behavioural ecology given

most fish species shoal during at least part of their life cycle [58]. However, exposure to climate

change stressors can negatively affect behavioural and sensory traits that underpin shoaling

behaviours [59,60]. This can lead to reduced shoal mate familiarity [61], reduced lateralisation
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[62], and slower swimming speeds [63], resulting in disrupted group formation [64], all of

which can lead to decreased fitness [58].

To date, most studies investigating the effects of climate change on fish behaviour have

been reductionist in nature, using a single stressor under static conditions. Recent advances

have allowed for experimental conditions to better mimic those of natural environments [65],

including the use of complex mesocosms [66] or natural analogues of climate change [67,68].

Most behavioural studies have also focussed on single species, limiting our understanding of

how behavioural changes of multiple interacting species can affect communities and food

webs [69]. Upscaling species- to community-level behavioural responses to multiple stressors

is required for a more comprehensive and realistic picture of the effects of climate change on

aquatic communities [2].

Movement ecology

Behavioural responses to climate stress can also induce fish movement and migrations. Site-

attached or small-range species that cannot escape their direct environment will need to rely

on physiological acclimatization to climate-change stress. However, species with greater

mobility may be able to avoid stressful environmental conditions by relocating [70]. For exam-

ple, lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) can seek out cooler groundwater refugia during late

summer when the lake more generally exceeds preferred temperatures [71]. Consequently,

physiological sensitivity, as determined from aquarium-based manipulations, might overesti-

mate the impact of climate change as observed in nature [72]. Likewise, some species can

avoid rapid environmental change by extending their ranges to higher latitudes, deeper waters,

or occupy climate refugia (see Landscape ecology). However, diadromous species that move

between the ocean and freshwater might experience reduced movement due to hypoxic zones

in estuaries functioning as a chemical barrier [7]. In comparison to terrestrial ectotherms, we

know very little about how small-scale movement may allow aquatic species to buffer the nega-

tive impacts of environmental change through processes such as behavioural

thermoregulation.

It is also crucial to consider climate impacts on spawning migration and behaviours, as

reproduction has evolved to generally occur within a species-specific, narrow environmental

window and via environmental cues that determine breeding timing and synchronisation.

Environmental change can reduce the length of the spawning season [73], alter the quality and

quantity of progeny, and instigate ecological trade-offs [13,74]. Many species use thermal cues,

often combined with other environmental cues (e.g., lunar, rainfall), to determine timing of

migration and spawning [75]. Phenological shifts could allow reproduction to still occur with

suitable physiological windows; however, this may result in a mismatch with the timing of

lower trophic levels that are essential for early life stages [76]. For example, effects of ocean

warming from the late 1970s has led to decreased population recruitment of glass eels

(Anguilla spp.) due to reduced primary production and food for larvae [77]. Much of the

knowledge on reproductive movement is focused on fisheries species, which are well moni-

tored for stock assessment and management; yet, potential impacts to non-fisheries species

remain largely unknown.

Population ecology

Climate stress impacts on individuals will have flow-on effects on their populations. The

degree and type of phenotypic plasticity and genotypic diversity across individuals belonging

to a population will play a key role in the natural selection of more climate-resilient
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individuals. If their climate-resilient traits are hereditary, they can be passed on the next gener-

ation and create more climate-resilient populations of a particular species.

Population growth and demography

Due to the rapid rate of climate change, the demography and life histories of fishes can play a

substantial role in their ability to persist under environmental change. Attributes including

long generation time, delayed maturity, low fecundity, and poor offspring provisioning could

all reduce the adaptive capacity of fish to climate change and alter population abundances and

size structures [78,79]. As predicted by the temperature-body size theory, ocean warming is

likely to reduce maximum body sizes and increase somatic growth rates in general, but not

always [80], with significant consequences for the demography of fish populations [81]. Like-

wise, altered recruitment rates due to increased larval mortality under climate change stress or

phenological mismatches with required prey will modify fish population dynamics [82]. Fur-

thermore, as waters warm, food requirements increase with fish metabolism, thus exacerbating

resource limitations on population growth of some species [10]. For example, Koenigstein

et al. [83] used an integrative model that included physiological life history responses, and

forecast recruitment failure for Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) under ocean acidification and

warming, although some of the negative effects might be mitigated via increased food abun-

dance. Severe hypoxia is often associated with mass fish kills, whilst reduced dissolved oxygen

concentrations can also alter prey abundances leading to modified predator-prey interactions

[84].

Community ecology

Responses at the population level will affect the demography of fishes and the size of their pop-

ulations, but does not include the effects of other species (e.g. predators, competitors, para-

sites) on their abundances. At the community level, these species interactions are key drivers

on species abundances, diversity and community compositions.

Competition and species interactions

As the environment changes, so do the complex processes and species interactions that shape

communities [2,85]. Based on the premise that natural selection drives organisms toward opti-

mising reproductive success, mathematical game theory has increasingly been applied to ana-

lyse the evolution of phenotypes as the environment changes [86]. At its simplest, game theory

can be applied to pairwise competition between individuals based on differences in behaviour,

size, age, and sex status, with game theory predicting whether a behavioural strategy is evolu-

tionarily stable [87]. However, exposure to climate stressors (warming, acidification as well as

hypoxia) can disrupt these processes owing to changes in food availability [88], predator-prey

interactions [89,90], competition for habitat [91,92], and habitat selection [93], leading to food

web and community destabilization [94,95].

Environmental warming due to climate change can alter intra- and interspecific competi-

tion [96], whilst in damselfishes elevated CO2 can reverse competitive dominance, particularly

in degraded coral habitat [91]. Likewise, for estuarine fishes with different growth-temperature

relationships, even slight warming can switch the ranking in growth rates [97]. Kingsbury

et al. [98] showed that range-extending coral reef fishes modified their niches in the presence

of temperate species, presumably avoiding competition. Similarly, density-dependence of key

fitness characteristics of fishes may alter as oceans warm. For example, Watson et al. [99]

showed that the positive effect of temperature on growth rates was lower at high fish popula-

tion densities compared to lower fish density of freshwater Galaxias maculatus populations.
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Climate change can simultaneously exert both negative and positive changes to community

structures, suggesting that indirect effects of climate change may alter the interactions between

strongly linked species [8,10] (Ockendon et al. 2014, Nagelkerken and Connell 2015).

Niche specialisation

Niche specialisation constrains the capacity of species to persist in places with altered environ-

mental conditions. For example, habitat and diet specialisation are expected to put species at

risk when resource requirements are not available in the altered environment [100]. This

results in the expectation that generalist species will often fare better with climate change

[101]. Much of the research on fish supports this; for example, the narrow ecological niche of

range-restricted and endemic freshwater species put them at greater risk of future extinction

[102]. Freshwater fishes also have reduced potential to disperse to more favourable habitats

when compared to marine fishes, which is often exacerbated by human development (e.g.,

weirs, dams). Tropical coral reef fishes are well studied in relation to their specialization on

coral habitat, with clear impacts of coral loss both for highly specialised and more generalist

fish species [103]. Some of the observed impacts to more generalist species are likely due to

indirect effects, for example, through relief from predators and boosted prey resources that

benefit generalist benthic fish species more than specialists on temperate rocky reefs [67].

Symbiosis, parasitism, and disease

The myriad types of symbiotic relationships among fishes and range of taxa represented pre-

clude generalisations to be made as to the impacts of ongoing climate change. Yet, what is

likely is that the effects to hosts and symbionts will be altered but not uniformly [104,105]. Of

these relationships, parasitism–due to the often-cryptic nature of parasites–has remained

understudied amongst fishes, especially when it comes to interactions with climate change

stressors. Nevertheless, habitat loss, reductions in water quality, and top-level predator

removal that are co-occurring with climate change are predicted to increase the risk of parasit-

ism, exacerbate interactions between fish and parasites, and ultimately impact fish survival

[105,106]. Some of these effects may be due to both dopaminergic and seratoninergic neuro-

logical impairment that for example can decrease the interactions between tropical cleaner

wrasses (Labroides dimidiatus) and their client fishes (Naso elegans) in response to ocean

warming and acidification conditions, thereby increasing the risk of parasites due to degrada-

tion of the cleaner-client mutualism [107]. Moreover, under acidification conditions, fish

incur a significant metabolic cost when they do not have access to cleaning stations [108],

which could increase vulnerability to parasites and disease. These responses become even

more complex when the survival of some parasites (e.g., gnathids) is unaffected by ocean acidi-

fication conditions [109], thereby emphasizing the non-uniformity in responses within these

relationships. Hypoxia can negatively affect the immune response and physiological function-

ing of fishes making them more susceptible to disease [110].

Similar trends also exist in mutualistic relationships and could lead to increased disease

prevalence. For example, under ocean acidification juvenile fishes may spend less time in their

protective symbiotic relationships with jellyfish [111], and anemonefishes incur significant

metabolic costs (~8%) when their symbiotic anemones are bleached due to ocean warming

and marine heatwaves, which could explain decreases in their spawning and fecundity [112].

These altered symbiotic relationships as well as the role that climate change stressors, habitat

degradation, and poor water quality directly play on fish health explain, in part, the dramatic

rise in diseases in the marine environment due to global climate change [113].
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Landscape ecology

Fish responses at landscape level include alterations to the landscape, including widely

observed changes to habitat structural complexity and habitat composition under warming

and acidification. In addition, spatial processes that operate at landscape levels can have strong

influences on fishes and their communities, e.g. through altered larval dispersal and species

range extensions or range contractions under warming.

Larval dispersal

Most marine fishes disperse through larval transport via ocean currents, and hence strength-

ened poleward boundary currents due to climate change could increase physical dispersal of

larvae on these currents and enhance range extensions and gene flow [114]. On the other

hand, increasing sea temperatures often shorten pelagic larval duration (and can also increase

survivorship) which could lead to decreased larval dispersal kernels, and reduced population

connectivity due to a higher degree of self-recruitment [115]. Irrespectively, warming oceans

are increasing tropical larval settlement and survival in temperate ecosystems, with successful

species characterised by life history traits such as smaller maximum length and reduced age

and length at maturity [116].

Tropicalisation and borealisation of cold water communities

As many species shift their distribution poleward in response to climate change, the propor-

tion of ‘warm affinity’ species within fish communities has markedly increased in many

regions of the world, a process known as ‘tropicalisation’ [117]. This tropicalisation can

strongly impact the trophic structure of fish assemblages. In warm temperate reefs, tropicalisa-

tion has led to striking increases in the proportion of herbivorous as well as omnivorous fish

biomass [118,119]. Interestingly, these changes in trophic structure observed on tropicalising

reefs mirror patterns observed along latitudinal gradients, where warmer tropical latitudes are

typically also characterised by a greater proportion of herbivores [120,121]. Species that are

most successful in extending their range are often also either habitat [101], behavioural [122],

or dietary [123] generalists.

In the Arctic, warming has led to the expansion of boreal fish communities toward the

poles, a process coined ‘borealisation’ [124]. In the northern Barents Sea, large migratory fish

predators and small planktivores are increasing in abundance, and small benthivores are

declining, which is increasing their relative importance in the pelagic food web [124,125].

Range-extending fishes as ecosystem engineers

Climate change impacts the role of fish as ecosystem engineers by altering the intensity or

direction of trophic interactions. For example, greater herbivory–driven by the range expan-

sion of warm-affinity fishes such as species of parrotfishes (Scaridae), surgeonfishes

(Acanthuridae), rabbitfishes (Siganidae) and drummers (Kyphosidae)–has led to the overgraz-

ing of canopy-forming seaweeds or seagrasses [126]. Marine macrophytes are the foundation

vegetated habitat of temperate systems. As such, their decline can have major cascading

impacts on benthic communities and fish assemblages. For instance, in the eastern Mediterra-

nean the loss of habitat-forming seaweeds caused by the range expansion of two Siganus spe-

cies has been linked to a decrease in both fish species richness and abundance [127]. In

Australia, increases in fish herbivory have also been linked to the decline of dominant kelp for-

ests and the maintenance of turf-dominated reefs [128,129]. Coni et al. [68] observed that

overgrazing of kelp by sea urchins (Centrostephanus rodgersii) created barrens that are
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favoured by range extending fishes (in particular Acanthurus spp. and Abudefduf spp.) com-

pared to native kelp habitat. However, many of these changes may represent a transitional

state, and recent evidence shows the apparent tropicalisation of fish and benthic communities

in regions like Japan can somewhat be reversed by elevated CO2 [130] and by extreme cold

events which are also predicted to increase under climate change [131].

Ecosystem ecology

At the level of ecosystems, altered food web structures, productivity, consumption rates, and

energy flows across trophic levels have been observed. These can alter individual growth,

reproduction and survival rates, as well as create altered species interactions (e.g. competition

for food or altered predator-prey dynamics) with ensueing effects on species community com-

position, diversity and ecosystem productivity.

Trophodynamics and energy flow

Increasing herbivory in tropicalised reefs can increase the flow of energy to higher trophic lev-

els, potentially leading to increases in benthic fish productivity [119,132]. In the Mediterra-

nean Sea, however, increases in the proportion of herbivorous fish have been linked to a

reduction in total fish biomass [127]. Tropicalisation and increased herbivory are also associ-

ated with enhanced production of detritus via increased defecation [133], thus impacting

nutrient cycling and benthic microbial communities [134]. The physiological mechanisms

underpinning these patterns are unclear, as there is little evidence that low temperatures disad-

vantage the digestion of algal or plant materials [135]. In the Arctic, food web properties are

increasingly resembling those of boreal food webs, with a greater relative importance of pelagic

species [125]. Novel feeding interactions between range-expanding and resident Arctic species

are predicted to amplify the impact of species redistributions [136]. Ocean acidification can

modify food web structures and energy flow, with elevated CO2 generally acting as a nutrient

for algae, boosting food webs through bottom-up effects [137]. However, ocean acidification

and warming combined can constrict food webs at mid-levels, eventually leading to the col-

lapse of top levels, fewer trophic levels, and a bottom-heavy food web [94]. Hypoxia can alter

the community and size structures of zooplankton, resulting in altered food wen interactions

with potential impacts on foraging, consumption and growth in fishes [138].

Macro-ecology

Large-scale patterns in biodiversity

Biogeographic patterns that have persisted for millions of years are likely to change through

the next century in response to global change and overexploitation [139,140]. Climate impacts

are even affecting the most notable biogeographic property known for fishes–the ‘latitudinal

gradient in biodiversity’, with greater fish species richness in the tropics at both regional

(gamma diversity) and site (alpha diversity) scales [141]. Nevertheless, marine richness dips at

the equator, with maximal species richness evident at ~15˚ latitude North and South [142].

Through the past half century, richness has apparently declined on the equator and risen in

mid-latitudes [70], with outcomes attributable to species emigrating poleward due to climate

change [143].

The trophic composition of fish communities is changing in parallel with broad-scale

changes in species richness. The proportion of species with particular traits shows predictable

variation with species richness, including a higher proportion of planktivorous, small-bodied

and pelagic fishes in locations with high species richness [144,145]. Identifying and
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understanding variation in trait composition represents a challenging but important field of

fish ecology, given the prominent influence of traits on metapopulation and food web dynam-

ics. However, field observations are needed across large spatial scales, which might be achieved

through citizen science [146] and by capitalising on rapid advances in metagenomic sample

collection and processing [147].

Functional diversity and ecosystem stability

Fish functional diversity tends to decrease with climate change, leading to functional conver-

gence toward traits that are more adapted to novel environments [148]. Such patterns have

emerged in marine [148], estuarine [149], and freshwater [150] fish communities, with long-

lived species with late maturation and/or large body sizes being disproportionately impacted

[139,151]. However, different proxies of functional richness can sometimes show opposing

effects to climate change stressors, highlighting the importance of testing complimentary mea-

sures of diversity [152]. Higher functional redundancy (i.e., higher number of species with

similar ecological functions) can initially buffer communities against the detrimental impacts

of climate disturbance [153], yet the general trend over time is a decrease of functional redun-

dancy with, for example, a disproportionate loss of piscivores and fish species with pelagic eggs

in the North Sea [148]. Reduced functional diversity can, in turn, impact ecosystem stability

and increase the risk of losing important ecosystem functions through biotic homogenization

and the loss of ecological specialists such as some species of gobies (Gobiidae) [101].

Furthermore, reduced oxygen carrying capacity at higher temperatures coupled with

increased nutrient runoff from catchments can lead to establishment of anoxic ‘dead zones’.

These are now a global phenomenon, with an exponentially increasing footprint, and affecting

a total ocean area estimated to be> 245,000 km2 in 2008 [154].

Fisheries ecology

Alterations to individual fitness and population sizes of targeted fisheries species can have

flow-on effects on seafood production. Moreover, with species shifting their biogeographic

ranges under ocean warming, populations of fishes species are relocating to other areas, which

can have socio-economic effects on local fishermen as well as commercial fisheries.

Fisheries production

Mounting evidence suggests complex impacts of climate change on fisheries production,

resulting from the adverse effects of single climate stressors (e.g., global warming, ocean acidi-

fication, extreme weather events), as well as their cumulative impacts and interactions with

other human pressures (e.g., overexploitation, pollution) [155]. Globally, changes in ocean

conditions have been linked to a reduction of body size in commercially important marine

fishes (e.g., Atlantic cod Gadus morhua), potentially impacting global fisheries catches [156].

Weather extremes, such as floods and droughts, are also increasingly impacting estuarine eco-

systems on which many freshwater and marine species rely for at least part of their life cycle

[7,149]. Furthermore, climate-driven species range shifts progressively redistribute fish stocks,

leading to both species extinctions and invasions that are projected to increase in the future

[157]. Therefore, many species will likely shift across national and other political boundaries in

coming decades, creating potential for conflict over newly shared resources, as previously

observed with Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) stocks [158]. Although potential adaptive

strategies arise for fisheries under climate change, future research is urgently needed to identify

barriers, constraints, and limits for climate adaptation [155]. Furthermore, most research has

so far considered climate change as a single macro-stressor [155], and the direct effects of
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other stressors (e.g., ocean acidification, hypoxia) have mostly remained inconclusive and

require further research [159].

Fish nutritional quality

Fish are a rich source of essential nutrients, such as iron, zinc, Omega-3 fatty acids, and vitamins,

that support human health and provide an important pathway for tackling micronutrient defi-

ciencies in many countries [160,161]. Yet, ocean warming and acidification have the potential to

alter fish nutrient concentration through both direct (metabolism, nutrient assimilation effi-

ciency) and indirect (nutritional quality and composition of basal food sources) effects [162].

However, divergent nutritional responses to climate change among species and functional groups

suggest the emergence of ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ of climate change among species targeted by fish-

eries [163]. For example, herbivorous rabbitfishes (Siganidae) caught on regime-shifted macroal-

gal habitats after mass coral bleaching were enriched in iron and zinc [163]. This contrasted with

experimental research on a euryhaline fish, the yellowfin bream (Acanthopagrus australis), that

showed no effects of future ocean conditions on fish nutritional content, possibly linked to its

broad habitat distribution and greater physiological tolerance [164]. Therefore, an important

mechanism for future fisheries adaptation will be to identify the species that are most likely to sus-

tain food and nutrition into the future and reorientate fisheries management accordingly [165].

Conservation ecology

Conservation of most species is best achieved through spatial mechanisms that protect many

species within whole ecosystems–that is through ‘marine protected areas’ (MPAs) where

adverse pressures are reduced as much as practical [166]. All of the many potential benefits of

MPAs, including biodiversity conservation, insurance against fisheries collapse, recreation, aes-

thetic enjoyment, and educational opportunities [167], are potentially compromised by climate

change, including interactions with other stressors [168]. Ocean warming leads to loss of fish

populations from MPAs as species track preferred sea temperatures toward the poles, while

extreme heatwaves can cause loss of essential fish habitats including coral, kelp, mangrove, and

seagrass habitat structure. Furthermore, ocean acidification potentially affects organisms with

calcareous structures, and rising sea level affects intertidal fish species, particularly when the

shore is bounded by urban development that prevents landward progression [169].

A global analysis by [170] identified a widespread mismatch between climate vulnerability

of recreational fishes and conservation effort, with most effort focussed on marine fishes of

high socio-economic value and little effort on freshwater and diadromous species. A first step

toward minimising species loss is the amelioration of local compounding stressors [171].

Another partial solution involves consolidating MPAs into networks, where individual parks

operate as stepping stones that assist species in translocating poleward [172]. Restoring

degraded coral reefs, kelp forests, seagrass beds, shellfish reefs, and mangroves will also be nec-

essary for the long-term recovery of habitat-dependent species [173]. However, excessive cost

has restricted restoration efforts to local scales [174]. Identifying and protecting potentially

resilient areas, and integrating climate change into MPA planning and evaluation, are also fun-

damental if healthy ecosystems are to be maintained [175].

Scaling up from genes to ecosystems

Scaling up from organismal-level impacts of climate change on fishes to those at the popula-

tion- and community-levels is challenging and requires incorporating the mediating effects of

species traits and natural ecological processes across biological levels from genes to ecosystems

(Fig 3). All levels of biological organisation are interconnected, either directly, or via other
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pathways. For example, genomic responses may allow species to adjust their physiology to

cope with climate stress, and as such maintain their physiological performance and homeosta-

sis, which would reduce climate-driven alterations to their fitness and consequently commu-

nity structuring and food web dynamics. Yet, because of the many interconnected direct and

indirect pathways, it is more likely than not that some degree of change ensues from one or

more climate stressors. Such changes may facilitate novel ecological interactions, novel com-

munity structures, and rewired food webs. In-depth studies at several natural analogues have

already shown modifications to occur at more than one level of biological organisation under

the effects of ocean warming (e.g., [68]–community and landscape ecology), ocean acidifica-

tion (e.g., [13,67]–behaviour, physiology, demography, competition, niche specialisation, tro-

phodynamics, biodiversity, and habitat change), or hypoxia (e.g., [176]). However, these

studies have also identified the inherent complexity in accurately predicting fish responses to

climate change.

Because species all have their unique ecological niches, environmental tolerances, beha-

vioural repertoires, and adaptive capacities, different species or populations will respond to cli-

mate change in very different ways. Yet, effective management and conservation to address the

effects of climate change requires insights that can be generalised and consistent across multi-

ple taxa and biogeographies (e.g. Table 1). Such broader insights into somewhat predictable or

consistent responses are necessary to inform climate adaptation strategies before further effects

of climate change emerge, and may be acquired through some of the approaches as discussed

below.

Natural analogues that incorporate ecological complexity

Integrating responses at multiple levels of biological organisation is inherently difficult to

study in laboratory settings, but natural laboratories that mimic future climate conditions (e.g.,

volcanic CO2 vents, ocean warming hotspots, natural environmental gradients such as upwell-

ing areas) can incorporate (part of) such ecological complexity. This is important because eco-

logical complexity can buffer negative impacts of climate stressors such as those observed in

more simplified laboratory systems [66]. Moreover, natural variability (e.g., daily, seasonally)

of climate stressors–which is mimicked at natural analogues–is known to alter species

responses to climate stress (e.g., diminished fish gene expression in Embiotoca jacksoni com-

pared to stable stressor conditions [177]). Especially for species with restricted home ranges,

these analogues allow insights into the integrated ecological responses of fishes to climate

change stressors, responses like epigenetic adaptation, behavioural modifications, physiologi-

cal acclimatization, phenological responses, demographic changes, range shifts, species inter-

actions, habitat regime shifts, and natural selection, all of which combine to explain how

communities, ecosystems, and biodiversity might be reshaped directly and indirectly by envi-

ronmental change [178]. They also have their drawbacks, such as single stressor effects, small

spatial scales, and species influx from adjacent systems that reflect present-day conditions.

However, studies have attempted to address some of these issues for fishes, for example, by

working on site-attached species [67], performing meta-analyses of natural analogues [18], or

by combining analogues that reflect different climate stressors (e.g. [68]).

Generalisable trends from meta-analyses

Meta-analyses represent a powerful tool to predict species responses to climate stress and their

consistency across functional groups, biogeographies, and ecosystems. However, they are still

heavily restricted to specific subfields of fish ecology, such as ecophysiology, and at the level of

individual organisms (S1 Table, Fig 1). Some authors have used quantitative meta-analyses to
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Table 1. The effects of climate change stressors on the ecology of fishes—Key responses.

Subfield Ocean warming Ocean acification Hypoxia

Molecular plasticity and

(epi)genetic adaptation

Some fish species rapidly adapt to ocean

warming by adjusting their metabolic

pathways at molecular level and transfer this

information to the next generation via

selective DNA methylation of specific loci

Fish respond to ocean acidification by

altering the expression of circadian clock

genes in the brain. This process is controlled

via the differential expression of epigenetics

pathways

Various studies observed altered gene

expression in fishes exposed to hypoxia.

Hypoxia can have negative effects on

reproduction through transgenerational and

epigenetic effects

Phenotypic plasticity Numerous species show capcity for

developmental and transgenerational

plasticity to compensate negative effects on a

range of traits

Plasticity of physiological and morphological

traits is possible, however, plasticity of

behaviour to ocean acidification might be

more limited

Developmental plasticity in relation to

hypoxia is found in morphological and

physiological traits that affect cardiovascular

capacity and oxygen uptake

(Eco)physiology Acute warming (e.g., heatwaves) can increase

metabolic costs and enzyme activities, and

change haematological properties and gill

morphology to maintain oxygen uptake and

adequate delivery to the tissues. Gradual

warming will result in similar adjustments

over the longer term and/or changes in the

timing of key life history milestones, such as

reproduction, and distribution patterns

The eco-physiological responses of fish to

ocean acidification conditions stem from the

ion imbalance and acid-base regulatory

mechanisms aimed to maintain oxygen

transport whilst restoring homeostasis. Such

imbalances in the brain, however, can result

in altered function of GABA-A

neurotransmitter receptors that can alter an

array of behaviours

Hypoxia can have severe effects on the

immune response and physiological function

of fishes, including feeding, energy

production, growth, metabolism,

reproduction, and development

Behavioural ecology Warming can affect the neural processing

that underpins the processing of important

environmental cues. This can lead to changes

in behaviour and the way in which species

interact

Ocean acidification mostly impacts sensory

performance due to malfunctioning

neurosensory systems. This can lead to a

suite of behavioural impairments, affecting

the way in which species response to cues.

However, this is dependent on species-

specific sensitivities to stressors

Hypoxia interferes with the way fishes

process sensory information. This can lead

to changes in behaviour and the way in

which species interact, including schooling

Movement ecology Fish can use movement to avoid poor

thermal conditions and even thermoregulate.

However, the amount by which they can do

this depends on other ecological traits, such

as territoriality and site attachment

Fish experiencing ocean acidification in the

short term tend to be more bold and can

increase activity levels affecting movement

on small spatial scale

Fishes are known to use movement to avoid

hypoxic conditions. If movement is not

possible, low dissoved oxygen can result in

altered movement and swimming, or large

scale mortality events

Population growth and

demography

Ocean warming is predicted to reduce

maximum body sizes and increase somatic

growth rates, with significant consequences

for the demography of fishes. Warming will

also lead to changes in development rates

that may result in phenological mismatches

with prey availability

Ocean acidification may impact the

avaliabilty and species identity of lower-

trophic food such as phytoplankton,

zooplankton, and benthic algae, exerting

bottom up control on fish populations

Hypoxia can lead to mass fish kills, leading

to local reduction of populations of more

sensitive species

Competition and species

interactions

Increased metabolic demands can alter

trophic interaction strengths. Food web

alterations can also be altered through novel

community compositions resulting from

species range shifts

Relatively few strong direct effects, mainly

indirect effects through altered habitat

composition, altered food abundance, and

modified species communities

Changes in community structures due to loss

of sensitive species and increases of hypoxia-

tolerant species

Niche specialisation Niche shifts (habitat, diet, behaviour) leading

to reduced or increased overlap with other

species

Niche shifts (habitat, diet, behaviour) leading

to reduced or increased overlap with other

species. Generalist species can benefit via

population growth

Physiological generalist (tolerant to hypoxia)

prevail

Symbiosis, parasitism,

and disease

Risks of parasitism and disease will increase

with warming, as will metabolic costs. There

may also be neurological impairments that

alter such relationships. Warming will also

result in habitat degradation and poor water

quality, which will also increase disease

prevalence.

Altered relationships due to ocean

acidification conditions could increase

disease prevalence, lower immunity, and

increase metabolic costs. Some symbiotic

relationships are weakened due to ocean

acidification

Low oxygen conditions in some areas can

lead to an increase in disease prevalence and

a breakdown of symbiotic relationships.

Acute hypoxia can instigate the adrenergic

stress response, which over the longer term,

could lead to chronically elevated

corticosteroid, lower immunity, and

increased disease prevalence and

susceptibility to parasitism

Larval dispersal Some species will show shorter dispersal

periods but faster swimming (also aided by

poleward currents)

Larvae of some species might show

decreased feeding, pelagic larval duration,

growth, or survival rates

Potentially decreased pelagic larval duration

and decreased larval survival

(Continued)
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test the degree to which species responses are in accordance with previous (modelled) climate

change forecasts (e.g., [1,14,179]). Meta-analyses can suffer from publication bias (i.e., toward

reporting only detectable effects), but with the uprise of open access journals that publish stud-

ies based on methodological and analytical rigour rather than novelty or significant effects,

this effect is likely to diminish. However, meta-analyses are insufficient to forecast fish

responses to climate change across multiple levels of biological organisation and across time.

Advanced ecological modelling approaches could be used for this purpose.

Holistic ecological models for more accurate future predictions

The various ecological models forecasting fish responses to climate change–species distribu-

tion models (SDMs), food web models, whole-ecosystem models, bioenergetic models, and

dynamic bioclimate envelope models, to name a few–vary along a gradient of model

Table 1. (Continued)

Subfield Ocean warming Ocean acification Hypoxia

Tropicalisation and

borealisation of cold

water communities

Enhanced winter survival and range

expansion into higher latitudes

Ocean acidification may oppose (directly or

indirectly via negative impacts on range-

extending corals or through reduction of

kelp-overgrazing urchins) range expansion

of tropical species into temperate areas due

to warming

Hypoxia may be more tolerated by alien

species and poleward invading tropical fishes

than their local temperate competitors or

predators

Range-extending fishes

as ecosystem engineers

Altered trophic interactions linked to species

redistributions of fish can cause ecological

regime shifts, e.g. increased herbivory in

temperate reefs due to range expansion of

tropical herbivores can cause declines in

habitat-forming kelp

Ocean acidification may reduce kelp cover in

favour of turf algae, altering the impacts of

range-extending herbiores on benthic

vegetation

Hypoxia in combination with warming may

accelerate poleward shifts in distribution and

enhance their ecological impacts

Trophodynamics and

energy flow

Shifts in trophic interactions due to warming

can alter flows of energy and the relative

importance of benthic and pelagic food webs

Changes in food web structure and energy

flow due to impacts on habitat-forming

primary producers (bottom-up effects) and

potential collapse of top trophic levels

Hypoxia can increase the trophic niche of

fish species and alter trophic interactions in

multiple ways, impacting both predation

rates on fish larvae as well as consumption

rates by fish

Large-scale patterns in

biodiversity

Mixing of temperate resident specie and

tropical species moving to higher latitudes

(increased diversity initially); loss of species

that are prevented by oceanographic or

physical barriers from moving poleward;

unpredictable interactions between species

within ’novel communities’ as species move

at different rates

Reduced survival of many species; trophic

compositional changes as the productivity

and composition of primary producers

changes with loss of calcifiers; flow-on

conesquences of changing habitats affecting

associated species

Expansion of ’dead zones’ across large

geographic scales

Functional diversity and

ecosystem stability

Loss of functional diversity and functional

redundancy under climate change

Loss of functional diversity and increased

biotic homogenisation. Ecosystem

simplifaction, often towards domination of

generalist or weedy species

Fish community simplification and diversity

loss can reduce ecosystem stability

Fisheries production Fish stock redistribution, reduction in fish

abundance and biomass

Direct effects on finsfish fisheries production

are generally inconclusive, but indirect

effects are likely

Hypoxia contributes to reduction in fish

body size and stock redistribution

Fish nutritional quality Warming to affect fish nutrient

concentration through direct and indirect

effects; impact is highly variable among

species

Indirect effects through changes in

phytoplankton community composition;

little effect on euryhaline fish

Indirect effects through changes in

metabolism

Marine protected areas

and conservation

priorities

Need to consider migration of species into

and out of MPAs; increase efforts to reduce

cumulative stressors (e.g. fishing, pollution)

that add to climate change impacts

Need to prioritise conservation of species

most affected; consider potential habitat

shifts when identifying and managing MPAs

Need to locate MPAs outside expanding

dead zones, with priority for areas with good

water movement

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000258.t001
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complexity, each with specific objectives, strengths, and weaknesses. At the simplest end of

the spectrum, SDMs only require species occurrences matched with associated environmen-

tal conditions to determine a species’ habitat suitability over time and space. The relative

simplicity of SDMs has led to many applications for fish communities across ecosystems

and bioregions [180]. However, the ability of SDMs to forecast species distributions under

future conditions remains controversial [181] because they assume stable species-environ-

ment relationships, which can be violated by adaptive mechanisms such as plasticity (but

see [182]). In their original implementation, SDMs also do not account for species interac-

tions, which can instead be achieved by food web models [183,184]. Food web models quan-

tify the flow of energy and biomass through ecosystems, yet their parametrisation for

complex ecosystems remains difficult and is rarely spatially explicit (but see [185,186]). Inte-

gration of SDMs and food web models thus represents a promising avenue and has previ-

ously been used to forecast changes to fish species richness and their trophic linkages (e.g.,

in the Mediterranean under warming [187]). Whole-ecosystem models such as Atlantis can

incorporate biophysics, socioeconomics, management, and human impacts to forecast

changes in fish biomass of functional groups (e.g., [188]). Bioenergetic models (e.g.,

Dynamic Energy Budgets) are suitable to predict how different physiological processes

interact at the organismal level [189]. However, due to the large amount of data used to

parametrize these models, most applications remain restricted to a few well-studied and

commercially exploited species. To date, dynamic bioclimate envelope models likely repre-

sent the most integrative models, e.g., combining spatially explicit population dynamics

with a bioclimate envelope model for >1,000 exploited invertebrate and fish species at a

global scale [157].

Next-generation models need to be developed that integrate adaptive responses of fish to

climate change across multiple levels of biological organisations as well as changing species

interactions and behaviours (e.g., [190]). Although no model can integrate fish responses to

climate change across all biological levels simultaneously, a better identification and parame-

trisation of important responses at relevant spatiotemporal scales, particularly through meta-

analyses, will be necessary to construct future ecological models in support of fisheries man-

agement and biodiversity conservation. Improved compatibility between models and collabo-

ration between research teams should also allow to combine models predicting responses at

various biological levels and, importantly, validate model predictions and quantify the uncer-

tainty stemming from every model component.

Using past extreme climate events to predict the future

Past climate perturbations such as the Paleocene Eocene Thermal Maximum may provide

clues about the impacts of climate change in the Anthropocene, although such events typi-

cally occurred across longer timescales than present climate change. Nevertheless, responses

of modern-day marine taxa to ocean warming, acidification, and hypoxia align to those

observed for fossils extinctions during the Phanerozoic eon [191]. Likewise, Avaria-Llau-

tureo et al. [192] observed smaller-sized anchovies and herrings with lower dispersal ability

during historical periods (during the past 150 Myrs) of warmers waters, as predicted by the-

ory, whilst Salvatteci et al. [193] observed an ecological replacement of the present-day

migratory anchovies with smaller-bodied fishes during the last interglacial period in a

warmer, oxygen-poor ocean. A critical, yet often overlooked step in ecological modelling is

model validation. Past extreme climatic events or periods of gradual climate change can be

used retrospectively for this purpose, to inform about the potential responses of fishes to

future climate.
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Conclusions

Predicting what future fish populations and communities might look like will not be an easy

task due to the various dimensions of change (time, space, traits, etc.) and the levels of biologi-

cal organisation (and the interactions amongst these levels) affected for a highly diverse group

of ocean fauna. Yet, the increasing meta-data on fish responses to climate change, advances in

modelling and computing power, discovery of new natural analogues of climate change, and

insights into the consequences of past extreme climatic events, will allow us to integrate these

insights for more realistic predations of climate change effects on fishes. Elucidating generali-

sable species responses to climate change will be important to develop climate adaption man-

agement and conservation strategies. Fish communities of the future will be different from

how we know them, but we need to make sure that under rapid environmental change we

acquire the relevant knowledge for the management of species and their communities to sus-

tain global biodiversity, fisheries productivity, and the critical ecosystem services that fishes

perform.
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